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The action for a non-BPS p=2 brane embedded in a flat N=1, D=4 target super-
space is obtained through the method of nonlinear realizations of the associated
super-Poincare symmetries. The brane excitation modes correspond to the Nambu-
Goldstone degrees of freedom resulting from the broken space translational symmetry
and the target space supersymmetries. The action for this p=2 brane is found to be
an invariant synthesis of the Akulov-Volkov and Nambu-Goto actions. The dual D2-
brane Born-Infeld action is derived. The invariant coupling of matter elds localized






A domain wall spontaneously breaks the Poincare invariance of the target space down
to the symmetry group of the world volume subspace of the wall, which includes a
lower dimensional Poincare symmetry. The long wavelength oscillation modes of the
domain wall are described by the Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated with the col-
lective coordinate translations transverse to the wall. Indeed, the Nambu-Goto action
governing the zero mode elds’ dynamics is easily obtained in a model independent
way by nonlinearly realizing the broken symmetries on the Nambu-Goldstone elds
[1, 2]. In the case of a two dimensional domain wall (or p=2-brane) embedded in three
dimensional space, the D=3 Poincare generators, pm for space-time translations and
Mm = 1
2
mnrMnr for Lorentz rotations, form an unbroken subgroup H = ISO(1; 2)
of the D=4 Poincare group G = ISO(1; 3). The broken generators are the D=4
translation generator transverse to the wall which is a D=3 Lorentz scalar, denoted
Z, and the three broken D=4 Lorentz rotations which form a D=3 Lorentz vector,
denoted Km. The D=4 Poincare group can be realized by group elements acting on
the coset ISO(1; 3)=SO(1; 2) element Ω formed from the pm; Z; Km charges
Ω  eixmpmei(x)Zeivm(x)Km ; (1.1)
where the world volume D=3 space-time coordinates of the 2-brane wall in the static
gauge are xm, while (x) and vm(x) are the collective coordinate Nambu-Goldstone
bosons associated with the broken D=4 Poincare symmetries corresponding to the ex-
citation modes of the 2-brane. The D=4 Poincare group transformations are realized
by left multiplication by group elements g
gΩ = Ω0h; (1.2)









allows Ω0 to be written as a coset element. The set of charges fpm;Mmg generate the
vacuum stability group H of the system and are linearly represented. For the general
set of innitesimal transformations g 2 G,
g = ei[a
mpm+zZ+bmKm+mMm]; (1.5)
the D=4 Poincare algebra, written in D=3 Lorentz group form
[pm; pn] = 0 [Mm;Mn] = −imnrMr
[pm; Z] = 0 [Mm; Kn] = −imnrKr
[Km; Kn] = +imnrMr
[Mm; pn] = −imnrpr [Km; pn] = +imnZ
[Mm; Z] = 0 [Km; Z] = +ipm,
(1.6)
can be exploited to nd the space-time coordinate variations and eld transformations
x0 m = xm + am − bm + mnrnxr




















Here the eld transformations are total variations so that (x) = 0(x0)−(x), and
likewise for vm.
Constructing the Maurer-Cartan world volume one-forms,
Ω−1dΩ  i [!apa + !ZZ + !aKKa + !aMMa] ; (1.8)
denes the dreibein, e am , which relates the covariant world volume coordinate dier-
entials !a to the world volume coordinate dierentials dxm, so that !a = dxme am ,
the covariant derivatives of the elds, !Z  !ara and !bK  !aravb , and the spin
connection !bM  !aΓ ba . Once again utilizing the D=4 Poincare algebra, the dreibein
is found to be
















while the -eld covariant derivative is
!Z = !



















h−1 + hdh−1; (1.11)
and are homogeneous except for the case of the broken D=4 Lorentz rotations gen-













implying that ! mM transforms with an additional inhomogeneous term as required of
a connection one-form.
Given these building blocks and their transformation laws, the low energy G-




d3x det e; (1.13)
with the determinant of e determined to be











Since the dreibein depends only on vm and not its derivatives, it’s Euler-Lagrange
equation of motion can be used to eliminate vm in terms of . This is just the \inverse
Higgs mechanism"[3], equivalently obtained by setting the  covariant derivative,







Substituting this into the dreibein, it has the form
































and the Nambu-Goto action [4, 5, 6] for a p=2 brane embedded in D=4 space-time






Alternatively, the  and vm elds can be kept as independent degrees of freedom.
The action is given in terms of equation (1.14). The  equation of motion, Γ= = 0,
can be expressed as the D=3 Bianchi identity, @mF
m = 0, for the eld strength vector





Substituting this into equation (1.14) yields det e =
p
1 + F 2 + @mF
m. Integrating
the second term by parts and using @mF
m = 0 implies duality of the Nambu-Goto
p=2 brane action to the Born-Infeld action [7] for a D2-brane
Γ = −
∫




1 + F 2: (1.20)
A slightly generalized approach can be applied to the above coset method as
described in [8]. The brane world volume is parameterized by the D=3 vector m
and the brane’s generalized coordinates are maps of this D=3 parameter space into
the D=4 target manifold: x() = (xm(); ()). The exterior derivative is given by
d = dm@=@m and it is world volume reparameterization invariant. The Maurer-
Cartan one-forms, equation (1.8), are also reparameterization invariant since they
depend on the exterior derivative. From this point of view the covariant dierential




















Similarly the covariant dierential one-form !Z of the () coordinate is given by its
covariant derivative
!Z = !

















The Maurer-Cartan one-form can be calculated sequentially as
Ω−1dΩ = e−iv
nKn (d+ idxP) e
+ivnKn
= idx  (v)P + e
−ivnKnde+iv
nKn; (1.23)
where   (v) is a broken D=4 Lorentz transformation determined by v
n, and P =
(pm; Z). Thus it is seen that the one-forms !
  (!a; !Z) are related to dx by a
Lorentz transformation
! = dx  (v): (1.24)
From the invariance of the D=4 Minkowski metric  under D=4 Lorentz transfor-
mations, it follows that
!!






As before, the inverse Higgs mechanism may be applied, !Z = 0, yielding
!!











This is just the G-invariant interval, hence the world volume reparameterization in-
variant and G-invariant action is
Γ = −
∫












Thus, the general form of the Nambu-Goto action for a p=2 brane is secured. The
reparameterization invariance may be used to x the static gauge: xm = m and
 = (x), in which case the action reduces to that of equation (1.18). The remainder
of the paper is in the static gauge.
The above considerations can be generalized to apply in a supersymmetric con-
text by embedding a topological defect in superspace. Apart from Goldstone bosons
associated with spontaneously broken translational invariances, there are in this case
additional fermionic long wavelength oscillations. These Goldstinos reflect collective
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Grassmann coordinates which are associated with spontaneously broken supersym-
metries. Additional massless world volume degrees of freedom may be required to
complete multiplets of the unbroken supersymmetries. Topological defects which
spontaneously break down target space super-Poincare invariance to a lower dimen-
sional super-Poincare symmetry were considered by [9, 10]. If the spatial extension
of a defect in directions of broken translational invariance is small compared to the
wavelength of its fluctuations, and if in addition some supersymmetry remains un-
broken, then such a defect is a super p-brane [11, 12]. The world volume theory on
the defect inherits extended supersymmetry. Part of this supersymmetry as well as
central charges corresponding to spontaneously broken translation generators of the
target space are nonlinearly realized [13].
The previous illustrative example dealt with a D=3 space-time world volume of
the p=2 brane being embedded in a target D=4 space-time. Alternatively, the D=3
space-time world volume can be embedded in a target N=1, D=4 superspace; this is
the case of a non-BPS brane embedded into N=1, D=4 superspace, the main topic
of this paper. When such a 2-brane domain wall is embedded into superspace, all
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken as well as the spatial translation symmetry.
If in contrast the defect is a BPS domain wall, then the supersymmetry is only
partially broken [14]. The tension saturates its lower bound, which is equal to the
absolute value of the central charge, and the domain wall is therefore stable. The
world volume of the corresponding super 2-brane is N=1, D=3 superspace. In the
thin wall limit its dynamics were studied using the method of nonlinear realizations
[15, 16] as well as equivalently using the superembedding technique [17]. The world
volume theory of BPS domain walls with nite width was also studied [18, 19] through
an expansion in modes about classical domain wall solutions.
BPS saturated domain walls provide an eective mechanism for the partial break-
ing of supersymmetry and may even be a necessary ingredient in a more fundamental
brane world and M-theory description of nature. On the other hand, a non-BPS
domain wall can be stable and as such can provide a means to completely break the
supersymmetry. The lower dimensional manifold of the domain wall will then also
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include the corresponding Goldstino modes besides the broken translational symme-
try Nambu-Goldstone boson mode. These elds correspond to the excitations of the
brane in all possible target space directions, the space direction orthogonal to the
brane and in this case the Grassmann coordinate directions  and ˙ of N=1, D=4
superspace when in the static gauge. It is the purpose of this paper to construct the
eective action via the method of nonlinear realizations for these low energy degrees of
freedom. In addition to the massless Nambu-Goldstone elds of the 2-brane motion,
there also can be light matter eld degrees of freedom localized on the domain wall
brane. Their invariant interaction with the Nambu-Goldstone elds is determined as
well.
Section 2 analyzes the method of the nonlinear realization of N=1, D=4 super-
Poincare symmetries on the Nambu-Goldstone elds as coset manifold coordinates.
The associated Maurer-Cartan one-forms are constructed in section 3. Included in
these is the D=3 world volume dreibein which is used to construct the N=1, D=4
super-Poincare invariant action. In section 4, the covariant derivatives of the Nambu-
Goldstone elds, obtained from the Maurer-Cartan one-forms, are shown to provide
a means to covariantly reduce the number of elds, through the inverse Higgs mech-
anism [3], to the minimal set of independent degrees of freedom needed to describe
the fluctuations of the 2-brane in N=1, D=4 superspace. This description of the
brane dynamics is performed in the partially covariant one-form basis which reveals
the product nature of the world volume dreibein and leads directly to the invariant
synthesis of the Nambu-Goto and Akulov-Volkov actions. Alternatively, exploiting
the general form of the brane action in terms of all elds, the duality between the
Nambu-Goto-Akulov-Volkov action and the D2-brane (non linearly realized) super-
symmetric Born-Infeld action is derived. Finally, in section 5, the invariant action
describing scalar and fermion matter elds localized on the brane is constructed.
The brane and matter eld actions are the lowest order terms in an expansion
in powers of the domain wall thickness. In this approximation the 2-brane is thin
relative to its fluctuation wavelength, but the amplitude of the fluctuations may be
large. The covariant derivatives for Goldstone and matter elds determined in sections
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4 and 5 form the building blocks from which higher order terms in the expansion can
be constructed in order to obtain an action that describes large amplitude, shorter
wavelength (but still larger than the domain wall thickness) fluctuations as well.
Additional higher order terms have coecients that parameterize in the world volume
theory indirect eects of massive modes which exist in the underlying fundamental
theory. Such massive modes generically have masses proportional to the inverse of the
domain wall width. The remainder of the introduction outlines the results derived in
sections 2-5 of the body of the paper.
The Nambu-Goldstone modes’ action is an invariant synthesis of the Akulov-
Volkov action [20] and the Nambu-Goto action. This action consists of a product
of the Akulov-Volkov lagrangian and a modied Nambu-Goto lagrangian allowing




d3x det e = −
∫
d3x det e^ detN; (1.28)





Akulov-Volkov dreibein e^ am is







with the Goldstino elds given by the D=3 Majorana spinors i(x) and i(x). The
Akulov-Volkov determinant term in the action has its typical form
det e^ = det
[





The Nambu-Goto dreibein N ba is given by a supersymmetric extension of equation
(1.9) above



















where D^a = e^−1ma @m is the Akulov-Volkov partial covariant derivative. The determi-

















As with the dreibein, the Maurer-Cartan one-form associated with the central







































Hence, the D=4 super-Poincare invariant action is obtained from the product of
equations (1.30) and (1.35).
The domain wall world volume embedded in superspace is dual to the D2-brane
embedded in superspace [21, 22] as is expressed by the above Nambu-Goto-Akulov-
Volkov action being dual to the supersymmetric Born-Infeld action. Treating all elds
as independent degrees of freedom, the  eld equation is obtained from equations
(1.30) and (1.32) above and takes the form of the D=3 Bianchi identity, @mF
m = 0,
with the eld strength vector now given by





Substituting this into the determinant of the dreibein yields
det e^ detN = det e^ cosh
p





+ F n@n: (1.37)
The last term integrates to zero to obtain that the non-BPS p=2 brane Nambu-Goto-






















n and Fmn = mnrF
r.
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A specic example of an underlying eld theory realizing a stable non-BPS domain
wall can be constructed as a generalized Wess-Zumino model in D=4 dimensions [18].
It contains two chiral superelds X and , with superpotential W = X(2 − 2)




 of the domain wall that
interpolates between the two vacua X = 0;  = 
√
2= does not saturate the BPS
bound j2W j = 0, yet the wall is stable. The width of the wall is 1=p2. All of
the supersymmetry and the translational symmetry in one direction are broken by
the domain wall solution, however the R-symmetry of the model is left unbroken.
The quantum fluctuations about the wall solution include the zero mode Nambu-
Goldstone and Goldstino excitations. The spectrum in addition contains a number





2, and a continuum of non-localized modes starting at
2
p
2. The parameters of the eective domain wall world volume theory valid below
the scale
p
2 of all the massive modes are in principle determined by integrating
out these massive excitations. However, the form of the low energy eective action
is determined solely by the group theoretical non-linearly realized broken symmetry
techniques discussed above. The thin domain wall action is given by equations (1.28),
(1.30) and (1.35). Non-BPS domain walls also have been considered in case one of
the target space dimensions is compact [23].
The brane localized matter elds’ action is constructed using the covariant deriva-
tives of the nonlinearly realized spontaneously broken D=4 super-Poincare symme-
tries. To this end the method to include matter elds in theories with non-linearly
realized supersymmetry [24] is extended to also include nonlinearly realized transla-
tion symmetry. The form of the leading terms in the domain wall width expansion of




d3x det e Lmatter; (1.39)
with the G-invariant matter eld lagrangian
Lmatter = raSabrbS − V (S)
+i  γara −m   + Y (S;   ): (1.40)
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The scalar eld potential V (S) is an arbitrary function of S and the generalized
Yukawa coupling Y (S;   ) is a function coupling the scalar elds S to the scalar
bilinears   . In the case of a single species of D=3 Majorana fermion, the Yukawa
term terminates at the form y(S)   , with the arbitrary Yukawa coupling function
y(S). The masses and coupling constants of the matter are left as parameters of
the eective theory to be specied by the matching to a specic underlying domain
wall model. The G-covariant derivatives of the matter elds are obtained in terms of
the G-covariant space-time derivatives Da = e−1ma @m and the components of the spin
connection !bM = !
aΓ ba in the G-covariant basis !
a = dxme am
raS = DaS
ra i = Da i − i
2
Γ ba γbij j : (1.41)
The fully covariant derivatives Da can be expressed in terms of the partially co-
variant Akulov-Volkov derivatives D^a with the help of the Nambu-Goto dreibein
Da = N−1ba D^b: (1.42)
Likewise, the components of the spin connection can be expressed in this partially




c . So doing, the fully G-invariant matter eld lagrangian
in the partially covariant basis becomes
Lmatter = r^aSnabr^bS − V (S)
+i  γbN−1ab r^a −m   + Y (S;   ); (1.43)
with the Nambu-Goto metric given in terms of the Nambu-Goto dreibein nab =
N−1ac 
cdN−1bd while the partially covariant matter eld derivatives are dened by
r^aS = D^aS
r^a i = D^a i − i
2
Γ^ na γnij j : (1.44)
Finally, Appendix A is a summary of D=3 Lorentz spinor and tensor denitions
and identities along with Dirac matrix conventions.
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2 Coset Construction And Super-Poincare´ Symmetries
Besides the space-time translation and Lorentz rotation generators, the N=1, D=4
super-Poincare transformations include the Weyl spinor supersymmetry charges Q
and Q˙ obeying the anticommutation relation
fQ; Q˙g = +2˙P: (2.1)
This relation is invariant under the automorphism generated by the R charge
[R;Q] = +Q
[R; Q˙] = − Q˙
[R;P ] = 0 = [R;M ]: (2.2)
A domain wall spontaneously breaks the D=4 symmetries to those of D=3. In the
case of a static planar non-BPS domain wall centered on the x-y plane, the above
symmetries are broken to only retain those of the D=3 Poincare transformations of the
wall. Nambu-Goldstone zero mode degrees of freedom corresponding to the broken
z direction translation generator and the four supersymmetry generators propagate
along the wall. Geometrically this describes the embedding of a non-BPS spatial
2-brane having a D=3 space-time world volume into a target N=1, D=4 superspace.
In the static gauge, the Nambu-Goldstone boson describes motion of the brane in
the spatial (z) direction normal to the brane while the Goldstino elds correspond to
motion of the brane in the Grassmann coordinate directions of N=1, D=4 superspace.
Since the unbroken symmetries are those of the D=3 Poincare group, it is useful
to express the D=4 charges in terms of their D=3 Lorentz group transformation
properties. However, the SUSY is completely broken in the non-BPS case, so the
elds will not belong to linear SUSY representation multiplets. Thus, the space-time




) representation of the
D=4 Lorentz group, consists of a D=3 Lorentz group vector, pm = Pm, with m =
0; 1; 2, and a D=3 central charge scalar, Z  P3. Likewise, the Lorentz transformation
charges M are in the D=4 (1; 1)A representation which consists of two D=3 vector
representations: Mmn = mnrMr and K
m  Mm3. The R charge is a singlet from
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both points of view. Finally the D=4 SUSY ( 1
2




Q˙ consist of two D=3 two-component Majorana spinors: qi and si, with i = 1; 2,
comprising the charges for (centrally extended) N=2, D=3 SUSY. These spinors are























a(Q1 +Q2)− a( Q1 + Q2)
]
; (2.3)
where the complex number a is a  ei=4.
The N=1, D=4 super-Poincare algebra can be written in terms of the D=3 Lorentz
group representation charges as that in equation (1.6) and the commutators involving
the supersymmetry charges
[Mmn; qi] = −12γmnij qj [Km; qi] = +12γmij sj
[Mmn; si] = −12γmnij sj [Km; si] = −12γmij qj
[R; qi] = +isi fqi; qjg = +2 (γmC)ij pm
[R; si] = −iqi fsi; sjg = +2 (γmC)ij pm
fqi; sjg = −2iCijZ:
(2.4)
The charge conjugation matrix and the 2 + 1 (D=3) dimensional gamma matrices in
the appropriate representation are presented in Appendix A.
The action for the 2-brane can be found by means of the coset construction.
Towards this end a coset G=SO(1; 2)⊗ R element Ω, with G the N=1, D=4 super-
Poincare group, is written as
Ω  eixmpmei[Z+¯iqi+¯isi]eivmKm; (2.5)
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where the xm denote the D=3 space-time coordinates parameterizing the world vol-
ume of the 2-brane in the static gauge, while the Nambu-Goldstone elds, denoted
by (x); i(x); i(x) and v
m(x), describe the target space excitations of the brane.
Taken together, they act as coordinates of the coset manifold. The unbroken sym-
metry group H is generated by the set of charges fpm;Mm; Rg. Multiplication of the
coset elements Ω by group elements g 2 G from the left results in transformations of
the space-time coordinates and the Nambu-Goldstone elds according to the general
structure
gΩ = Ω0h; (2.6)
where the innitesimal transformations g are parameterized as
g = ei[a
mpm+¯q+¯s+zZ+bmKm+mMm+R]: (2.7)
Upon application of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formulae for innitesimal A and
arbitrary B, with Lie derivative LA  B = [A;B],
eAeBe−A = eB+[A;B]
eBeA = eB+LB/2[A+coth (LB/2)A]
eAeB = eB−LB/2[A−coth (LB/2)A]; (2.8)
























The innitesimal transformations induced on the 2-brane space-time coordinates and
elds are obtained as
x0m = xm + am − i(γm + γm)− bm + mnrnxr








i = i − i
2
bm(γ























The intrinsic variation of the elds, ’  ’0(x) − ’(x), is related to the above total
variation, ’, by the Taylor expansion shift in the space-time coordinates:
’ = ’− xm@m’; (2.12)
with xm = x0m − xm.
The nonlinearly realized D=4 super-Poincare symmetries induce a eld depen-
dent general coordinate transformation of the world volume space-time coordinates.
From above, the general coordinate transformation for the world volume space-time
coordinate dierentials is given by





=  mn − i(@nγ0γm + @nγ0γm)− @nbm +  msn s: (2.14)
The G-invariant interval can be formed by means of the metric tensor gmn so that
ds2 = dxmgmndx
n = ds02 = dx0mg0mndx






The metric can be constructed from the domain wall dreibein obtained from the
Maurer-Cartan one-form.
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3 Maurer-Cartan One-Forms And The Invariant Action
According to the coset construction method, the dreibein, the covariant derivatives
of the Nambu-Goldstone elds and the spin connection can be obtained from the
Maurer-Cartan one-forms. The Maurer-Cartan one-forms can be determined by use
of the Feynman formula for the variation of an exponential operator along with the















[A; [A; : : : [A; A]   ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−commutators
−    : (3.1)
The Maurer-Cartan one-forms are given as
Ω−1dΩ = i [!apa + !qiqi + !sisi + !ZZ + !aKKa + !
a
MMa + !RR] (3.2)
where the individual world volume one-forms are found to be
!a =
(
dxm + idγ0γm + idγ0γm
)(
















































































!R = 0: (3.3)
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The Maurer-Cartan one-forms transform covariantly under all of theG symmetries
except the unbroken D=3 Lorentz transformation one-form !aM , which transforms
with an additional shift (hdh−1 6= 0) under the broken D=4 Lorentz transformations,
as required of a connection one-form. Explicitly, recalling that left multiplication by a
group member induces a transformation in the world volume space-time coordinates




= h(Ω−1dΩ)h−1 + hdh−1: (3.4)
From this the dreibein, the covariant derivatives and the spin connection transforma-
tions can be obtained. In addition, as shown below, the G-covariant one-form !Z can
be used to eliminate the would be Nambu-Goldstone eld vm so that the independent
degrees of freedom include only the Nambu-Goldstone modes for the spontaneously
broken translation symmetry and supersymmetry. These correspond to excitations
of the 2-brane into N=1, D=4 superspace directions \normal" to the spatial non-
BPS domain wall brane. Towards this end, the world volume tangent space covariant
coordinate basis dierentials are given by the !a one-form. For a G-transformation
they transform under the broken D=4 Lorentz transformations and the unbroken
D=3 Lorentz rotations according to their D=3 (local) Lorentz vector nature as given
by h in equation (2.10) (and are R invariant). Writing h as h = eia(g;v)M
a
, the
transformation of !a is given by
!0a = !bL ab ; (3.5)
where the transformation is simply















ca . The de-
terminant of L is unity: detL = 1. (The remaining one-forms similarly transform
according to their D=3 Lorentz character. Because of this local Lorentz structure
group transformation property of the vector one-forms, their indices are denoted by
letters from the beginning of the alphabet: a; b; c; : : : = 0; 1; 2.)
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The two sets of coordinate basis dierentials dxm and !a are related to each other
through the dreibein e am
!a = dxme am : (3.7)
From equation (3.3) this yields
e am =
(






















with the Akulov-Volkov derivative D^a = e^−1ma @m dened below (see equation (4.13)).
Under a G-transformation the dreibein transforms with one world index and one
tangent space (structure group) index as













n . By direct calculation from





b = ab: (3.10)






the transformation properties of which are given by equation (2.15) and follow from
those of the dreibein and the flat tangent space metric. Consequently the covariant








d3x det e; (3.13)
with the brane tension parameter . The lagrangian is the constant brane tension
integrated over the area of the brane. The action is invariant
Γ0 = −
∫








d3x det e = Γ:
(3.14)
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4 Dreibeine, Covariant Derivatives And Brane Dynamics
The world volume exterior derivative, d = dxm@m, can also be written in terms of the
fully G-covariant one-form basis
d = dxm@m = !
ae−1ma @m  !aDa; (4.1)
with the fully G-covariant derivative
Da  e−1ma @m: (4.2)
The exterior derivative is fully G-invariant d0 = d since the coordinate derivative
transforms inversely to the coordinate dierential: @0m = G
−1n
m @n. Hence, Da trans-
forms as D0a = L−1ba Db.
For each one-form, !Qϕ, with Q’ = fqi; si; Z;Kmg, the respective covariant deriva-
tive of the related Nambu-Goldstone eld, ’ = fi; i; ; vmg, is dened according
to
!Qϕ  !ara’ = dxme amra’
 dxm!Qϕm = !ae−1ma !Qϕm: (4.3)
Hence it is obtained that
ra’ = e−1ma !Qϕm (4.4)
or the inverse
e amra’ = !Qϕm: (4.5)
Recall that each one-form begins with the space-time derivative of the associated
Nambu-Goldstone eld: !Qϕm = @m’+   .
Besides the fully G-covariant basis of one-forms, partially covariant bases asso-
ciated with restricted motions in the coset manifold can be dened. In particular
the basis obtained from motion in the manifold with the coset coordinate vn = 0 is a
D=3 Lorentz but not D=4 Lorentz covariant one-form basis. Most directly these one-
forms, dreibein and partially covariant derivatives can be obtained by taking the vn
eld to zero in the above expressions, for example, !^a  !ajvn=0. Alternatively, since
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!^apa + ^!qiqi + ^!sisi + !^ZZ
]
= i[dxa + idγ0γa + idγ0γa]pa + idq + ids
+i[d+ dγ0− dγ0]Z: (4.7)
The space-time coordinate dierentials can be expressed in terms of this one-form
basis through the Akulov-Volkov dreibein
!^a = dxme^ am : (4.8)
From equations (4.7) and (4.8), (or e^ am = e
a
m jvn=0 in equation (3.8))
e^ am = A
a
m (4.9)
where the Akulov-Volkov matrix A am is dened as





From these the D=3 SUSY SO(1,2) covariant derivatives follow
d = dxm@m  !^aD^a; (4.11)





m , is given by
e^−1 ma = A
−1 m
a : (4.12)
Hence the partial covariant Akulov-Volkov derivative is obtained
D^a = e^−1 ma @m = A−1 ma @m: (4.13)
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The G-transformation properties of the partially covariant one-forms, equation
(4.7), can be found from the factorization of the coset element and the general trans-










where now h^ involves the broken and unbroken Lorentz generators but with the eld
independent transformation parameters of g, h^ = eiReib
nKnei
nMn. In particular, this
yields the non-covariant transformation law for !^a (even so, the use of indices from
the beginning of the alphabet is retained)
!^0a = !^bL^ ab
= !^b
(
 ab + 
c acb − r^bba
)
; (4.15)








Hence, the Akulov-Volkov derivative transforms as
D^0a = L^−1ba D^b; (4.17)
and as such is not fully G-covariant due to its variation under the broken Lorentz
transformations (bn 6= 0). As with !^a, the Akulov-Volkov derivative D^a is only
SO(1; 2) partially covariant.
It is useful to expand the one-forms of the fully SO(1; 3) covariant basis in terms
of the SO(1; 2) covariant basis. The two bases are related as
!^a = !be−1 mb e^
a
m
!a = !^be^−1 mb e
a
m (4.18)
which follows from the superspace coordinate dierentials
dxm = !ae−1 ma = !^
ae^−1 ma : (4.19)
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Likewise, through the exterior derivative, d = dxm@m = !
aDa = !^aD^a, the (partially)
covariant derivatives are related
D^a = e^−1 ma e bmDb
Da = e−1 ma e^ bmD^b: (4.20)
In particular the G-covariant coordinate dierential one-form, !a, has a simple
relation to the partially covariant coordinate dierential one-form, !^a,
!a = !^bN ab ; (4.21)
where the Nambu-Goto dreibein, N ab , is found from equations (3.3) and (4.7)



















Similarly the dreibeine are related, equation (3.8),





Thus the invariant action takes on a factorized form
Γ = −
∫
d3x det e = −
∫
d3x det e^ detN: (4.24)
The det e^ has the usual form of the Akulov-Volkov determinant for spontaneously
broken N=2, D=3 supersymmetry. The detN term can be evaluated to yield the
SUSY generalization to the Nambu-Goto action for the p=2 brane allowing for its
















There are two equivalent ways in which to proceed in order to simplify the action
by the elimination of the vm eld. The Euler-Lagrange approach is a result of the
fact that the action depends only on vm and not its derivatives. Hence the vm eld
equation, Γ=vm = 0, will express vm in terms of the independent Nambu-Goldstone
23
elds, ,  and . Alternatively, the Maurer-Cartan one-form associated with the
broken translation generator Z can be G-covariantly set to zero. Expanding the !Z


























This result is also obtained in the Euler-Lagrange approach. Substituting this into
the determinant of the Nambu-Goto dreibein yields the SUSY generalization of the
































Returning to equation (4.25) and treating all elds as independent leads to the 













Substituting this back into the lagrangian yields

























Integrating this over the world volume, the non-BPS p=2 brane supersymmetric























n and Fmn = mnrF
r.
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5 Brane Localized Matter Fields
The matter elds localized on the brane are characterized by their D=3 Lorentz
transformation properties. A scalar eld, S(x), is in the trivial representation of the
Lorentz group: Ma ! ( ~Ma) = 0. Fermion elds,  i(x), are in the spinor repre-
sentation: Ma ! ( ~Ma)ij = −1=2γaij. Each matter eld, M(x), transforms under G
as
M 0(x0)  ~hM(x); (5.1)
where ~h is given by h, equation (2.10), with Ma replaced by ~Ma and the elds R-




The covariant derivative for the matter eld is dened using the spin connection
one-form
rM  (d+ i!aM ~Ma)M: (5.3)
The transformation properties of the covariant derivative,
(rM)0(x0) = ~hrM(x); (5.4)
are obtained from the invariant nature of the exterior derivative d, the eld dependent
transformation equation forM and the inhomogeneous transformation property of the
connection. For innitesimal G transformations recall that hdh−1 = −idaMa so that
















The covariant derivative transformation law equation (5.4) follows.
Expanding the covariant derivative one-form in terms of the tangent space covari-








where Γ ba are the components of the connection, !
b
M = !
aΓ ba . Also, in component
form, the connection transformation law is found to be






d − L−1ca Dcb: (5.7)
Since the covariant coordinate dierentials transform according to the D=3 (eld
dependent) local Lorentz (structure) group vector representation matrices, L ba , equa-
tion (3.5), the component form of the covariant derivative has the G transformation
law
(raM)0 (x0) = ~hL−1ba rbM(x): (5.8)
For scalar matter elds the covariant derivative is simply the covariant space-time
derivative Da = e−1ma @m:
raS(x) = DaS(x): (5.9)
Since S is invariant, S 0(x0) = S(x), the covariant derivative transforms as a tangent
space vector
(raS)0(x0) = L−1ba rbS(x): (5.10)
Because the flat tangent space metric, ab, is invariant, the leading terms in the brane
width expansion of the G-invariant action for the scalar matter eld are obtained as
ΓS =
∫
d3x det e LS; (5.11)
with the scalar eld invariant lagrangian (that is invariant under totalG-transformations
and hence a scalar density under intrinsic G-transformations) given by
LS = (raSabrbS)− V (S); (5.12)
where the scalar eld potential V (S) is an arbitrary function of S.
The fermion matter eld  i(x) transforms as the D=3 Lorentz group spinor rep-
resentation
 0i(x
0) = ~hij j(x); (5.13)











Hence the bilinear product,   , is invariant, (   )0(x0) = (   )(x). The vector bilinear
product transforms as a tangent space vector, (  γa )0(x0) = (  γb )(x)L ab . The
covariant derivative now involves the spin connection and, in component form, is
given by
ra i = Da i − i
2
Γ ba γbij j : (5.15)
The fermion covariant derivative transforms according to
(ra i)0(x0) = ~hijL−1ba rb j : (5.16)
The invariant kinetic energy bilinear is given by (  γara ) so that
(  γara )0(x0) = (  γara )(x): (5.17)
The G invariant action has the form
Γf =
∫
d3x det e Lf ; (5.18)
where the invariant lagrangian involves the fermion and scalar matter elds
Lf = i  γara −m   + Y (S;   ); (5.19)
with the generalized Yukawa coupling to the scalar elds, Y (S;   ). In the case of
a single species of D=3 Majorana fermion, the Yukawa term terminates at the form
y(S)   , with the arbitrary Yukawa coupling function y(S).
The above covariant derivatives were expanded in the fully covariant !a basis,
the relation to the expansion in terms of the partially covariant !^a basis can also be
obtained. As found above, the scalar and fermion covariant derivatives in the fully G
covariant basis are
raS = DaS
ra i = Da i − i
2
Γ ba γbij j : (5.20)
The covariant derivatives are related through the exterior derivative and the dreibeine
as in equations (4.18)-(4.20). The coordinate dierentials are related according to
!a = dxme am dx
m = !ae−1ma
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!^a = dxme^ am dx
m = !^ae^−1ma







The relation between the covariant derivatives is found through the exterior derivative
d = dxm@m = !
aDa = !^aD^a
= dxme amDa = dxme^ am D^a; (5.22)
with, as previously dened,
Da = e−1ma @m
D^a = e^−1ma @m: (5.23)
The relation between (partially) covariant derivatives is secured (see equation (4.20))
Da = e−1ma e^ bmD^b
= N−1ba D^b: (5.24)
Recall that D^a = A−1ma @m is just the SUSY covariant Akulov-Volkov derivative,
equation (4.13).
Besides the derivatives, also the connection can be expressed in terms of the
partially covariant coordinate dierentials. Recall the connection from equation (3.3)
! bM = !












Upon application of the !Z = 0 constraint, the above expression becomes




where ’a is dened by
’a = D^a+ D^aγ0− γ0D^a: (5.27)













Using the relation between the two bases, the connection components are related
according to
















which, after imposition of the !Z = 0 constraint, becomes




The matter eld covariant derivatives then have the form
raS = DaS = N−1ba r^bS
ra i = N−1ba r^b i; (5.32)
with the scalar and fermion elds’ partially covariant derivatives dened as
r^aS = D^aS
r^a i = D^a i − i
2
Γ^ ba γbij j : (5.33)
The matter eld action can be written in terms of the partially covariant deriva-
tives but the Nambu-Goto dreibein and metric are needed in order to restore full



















and N is given in equation (4.22)




v2P bvLa + dav
b: (5.36)
Upon application of the !Z = 0 G-covariant constraint, these dreibeine reduce to



















P bvLa : (5.37)
This can be used to form the Nambu-Goto metric

















b = ab − vavbv2 tanh2
p
v2.
The fully G-invariant kinetic energy term for the scalar eld in terms of the par-
tially covariant derivatives then becomes
raSabrbS = r^aSnabr^bS: (5.40)
Likewise, the fully G-invariant fermion kinetic energy becomes
i  γara = i  γ^ar^a ; (5.41)
where the Dirac matrices in the partially covariant basis are dened by means of the
Nambu-Goto dreibein
γ^a = γbN−1ab : (5.42)
The fully G-invariant matter action then takes the form
Γmatter = ΓS + Γf =
∫
d3x det e Lmatter; (5.43)
where the invariant matter lagrangian can be written as
Lmatter = LS + Lf
= r^aSnabr^bS − V (S)
+i  γ^ar^a −m   + Y (S;   ): (5.44)
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Appendix A: Conventions
The D=3 Dirac matrix conventions are (labelling all space-time indices by m;n; : : : =
0; 1; 2 for convenience here):







γm = (2; i1; i3) = −γm? ; 12 = i3
C = γ0 = 2 = C−1 ; CT = −C
γmγn = mn1 + imnrγr
γmγnγr = +imnr1 + mnγr − mrγn + nrγm
fγm; γng = +2mn
γmn  i
2
[γm; γn] = −mnrγr











γ12 = −2 = −γ21
γ01 = i3 = −γ10
γ02 = −i1 = −γ20









Conventions involving the two-component real Grassmann variable (Majorana)
elds i and i are given below in terms of  with corresponding formulae for all such
anti-commuting variables. The derivative with respect to i is dened through the
Taylor expansion formula




Hence the derivative is given by
@
@i
j = ij : (A.3)
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In a similar manner the conjugate Majorana spinor i is dened as
i  (γ0)ijj = Cijj : (A.4)
(For complex spinors (matter elds),  i, the adjoint is dened as usual  =  
yγ0.)
The derivative with respect to  is dened analogously
@
@i













j = −(γ0)ij: (A.7)













γmγnγr = imnr: (A.10)
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